At the end of mammalian sperm development, sperm cells expel most of their cytoplasm and dispose of the majority of their RNA. Yet, hundreds of RNA molecules remain in mature sperm. The biological significance of the vast majority of these molecules is unclear. To better understand the processes that generate sperm small RNAs and what roles they may have, we sequenced and characterized the small RNA content of sperm samples from two human fertile individuals. We detected 182 microRNAs, some of which are highly abundant. The most abundant microRNA in sperm is miR-1246 with predicted targets among spermspecific genes. The most abundant class of small noncoding RNAs in sperm are PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs). Surprisingly, we found that human sperm cells contain piRNAs processed from pseudogenes. Clusters of piRNAs from human testes contain pseudogenes transcribed in the antisense strand and processed into small RNAs. Several human protein-coding genes contain antisense predicted targets of pseudogene-derived piRNAs in the male germline and these piRNAs are still found in mature sperm. Our study provides the most extensive data set and annotation of human sperm small RNAs to date and is a resource for further functional studies on the roles of sperm small RNAs. In addition, we propose that some of the pseudogene-derived human piRNAs may regulate expression of their parent gene in the male germline.
INTRODUCTION
Human mature sperm cells contain RNA (Pessot et al. 1989; Kumar et al. 1993; Rohwedder et al. 1996; Wykes et al. 1997; Martins and Krawetz 2005; Jodar et al. 2013) . These RNA molecules are thought to be remnants of transcription taking place during sperm development that either have not yet reached complete degradation or have been protected from it (Ostermeier et al. 2002 (Ostermeier et al. , 2004 Jodar et al. 2012; Sendler et al. 2013) . Sperm RNAs are found in the compacted nucleus of the sperm head and in the perinuclear cytoplasmic droplet, since the rest of the cytoplasm is expelled at the end of sperm maturation (for review, see Cooper 2005; Martins and Krawetz 2005) .
Two characteristic features of sperm RNA are that it consists primarily of a population of short molecules and that it contains no intact ribosomal RNA (Ostermeier et al. 2002; Johnson et al. 2011) . Human sperm samples from three healthy donors were recently analyzed by high-throughput sequencing . Most of the sperm cell transcriptome was found to consist of fragments of coding and noncoding RNAs (Johnson et al. 2011; Krawetz et al. 2011; Sendler et al. 2013) . A recent survey of the sperm transcriptome showed that in addition to mRNA fragments sperm also contain several small noncoding RNAs, such as microRNAs (miRNAs) and PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) ). However, a considerable portion of sperm small RNAs did not match miRNAs or piRNAs present in public databases and were therefore excluded from further analysis. We considered that understanding the potential functions and significance of sperm small RNA will benefit from a more in-depth analysis of the total small RNA content.
In this study, we have generated an extensive catalog of small RNAs present in two human sperm samples. We have analyzed the properties of these small RNAs and used them to distinguish potentially functional RNAs from degradation intermediates. We identified nearly 200 miRNAs present in sperm from two different fertile donors. The most abundant sperm miRNA is miR-1246, which evolved in the primate lineage and is predicted to target several spermspecific transcripts. miR-1246 has not previously been found in sperm. However, piRNAs are a more abundant class of regulatory RNA in sperm. By carefully analyzing the composition of human piRNA clusters using our own as well as previously published data sets we found that sperm cells contain piRNAs processed from the antisense strand of pseudogenes located inside piRNA clusters. Pseudogene-derived piRNAs are present in male germ cells in adult human testes. Parent protein-coding genes contain multiple predicted targets of pseudogene-derived piRNAs. We hypothesize that pseudogenederived piRNAs may therefore regulate expression of their parent protein-coding genes in the male germline in the same way that typical piRNAs regulate transposons.
RESULTS

Extraction and sequencing of small RNAs from human sperm
We obtained sperm samples from two healthy donors with proven fertility, isolated sperm cells, and extracted their RNA (see Materials and Methods) . The overall profile of extracted sperm RNA confirms the absence of intact ribosomal RNA and predominantly short-length RNA molecules, both well-known characteristics of sperm RNA (Fig. 1A ). This profile also precludes RNA contamination from somatic cells. We additionally confirmed that there was no contamination from leukocytes by RT-PCR against the leukocytespecific marker CD45 (Fig. 1B) , whereas exon-spanning primers against the protamine 2 mature transcript amplified a fragment of the correct length (Fig. 1C) . Molecules <50 nt were isolated from this RNA by gel-excision and were sequenced on the Genome Analyzer IIx platform. Following read quality filtering and adapter removal, we first searched for matches to miRNAs (see Materials and Methods).
An extensive catalog of human sperm microRNAs
We first annotated the miRNA fraction of sperm small RNAs, as they are the most easily identifiable and most studied class of small RNAs. In total, we detected 314 known mature miRNAs (Supplemental Table S1 ) with 182 present in both samples. The correlation of abundance of these miRNAs in sperm samples from two different and unrelated donors is high (R 2 = 0.83) (Fig. 2) . Of the 182 common miRNAs, only 37 were previously reported in a recent survey ) of miRNAs in human sperm. The greater coverage of sperm miRNAs in our data set compared with the previous study is most likely due to the fact that (unlike the previous study, Krawetz et al. 2011) we used an RNA isolation protocol specific for small RNAs and we sequenced to higher depth (see Materials and Methods).
Among the most abundant miRNAs in mature sperm samples is miR-34c. In mouse, miR-34c is highly expressed in the late stages of spermiogenesis and is also found in mature sperm (Bouhallier et al. 2010) . Moreover, mouse miR-34c is transferred via sperm to the zygote where it has been reported to regulate the first cell division (Liu et al. 2012) . The second most abundant miRNA in our human sperm samples is miR-10a. The gene encoding this miRNA is highly conserved in animals and is found in syntenic locations inside HOX clusters in flies and human (Lund 2010) . The miR-10a locus is packaged in nucleosomes in mature sperm (Hammoud et al. 2009 ). miR-10a is one of the few microRNAs proposed to activate rather than repress translation and in particular has been reported to enhance translation of ribosomal protein mRNAs (Orom et al. 2008) . At the end of spermiogenesis and in the very early embryo, there is very little transcription and regulation happens at the post-transcriptional level. miR-10a may therefore be a potential novel regulator of translation in one, or both, of these developmental stages. It should be noted, however, that the quantity of microRNAs delivered to the oocyte via sperm is small and, therefore, if this microRNA has any role in the zygote, it would have to act on a small number of targets and soon after fertilization.
miR-1246 is a primate-specific miRNA and the most abundant miRNA in human sperm
The most abundant miRNA in human sperm is miR-1246 (Fig. 2) . Little is currently known about the function and evolution of miR-1246. It was first discovered in human embryonic stem cells (Morin et al. 2008) . Using miRNA gene prediction tools and comparative genomics, we found that miR-1246 likely evolved in the primate lineage ( Fig. 3A ; Supplemental Table S2 ). Three different miRNA gene prediction methods predict the gene with a conserved seed region in human, chimp, gibbon, and macaque. The miRNA gene with a conserved seed region is also predicted in three additional primates using two of three methods. One of the three computational methods also predicts an miRNA in eight additional mammals, however, most of these predicted genes do not have the conserved seed (Supplemental Table S2 ). The mature miR-1246 sequence is also found in U2 small nuclear RNAs (snRNA) and therefore fragments of U2 snRNAs could be the source of these sequences. We therefore tested whether we could detect the precursor of miR-1246 in mature sperm. As shown in Figure 3B , we confirmed the presence of the miR-1246 precursor in sperm by RT-PCR and sequencing. We conclude that the most abundant miRNA in sperm, miR-1246, evolved in primates from a previously existing sequence with miRNA-like secondary structure.
Little is known about the targets of miR-1246. The only experimentally confirmed target of miR-1246 is the Down syndrome-associated protein kinase 1A (DYRK1A) (Zhang et al. 2011) . Examination of the statistically significant overrepresented tissues where predicted miR-1246 targets genes are expressed reveals that they include testis, in two of three tissue gene expression data sets we used for this analysis (Supplemental Table S3 ). Furthermore, those genes that are predicted to be the most specific targets of miR-1246 include several testis-specific genes: gametogenin (GGN), that is first expressed at the pachytene spermatocyte stage and the protein later is incorporated into the sperm tail (Jamsai et al. 2008) ; adenosine deaminase domain containing 1 (ADAD1), also known as testis-nuclear RNA binding protein (Tenr), a gene essential for mouse male fertility (Connolly et al. 2005 ); TULP2, a highly conserved gene of unknown function but highly expressed in testis; CIZ1, a gene expressed in waves during sperm cell differentiation and shown to be implicated in DNA replication and DNA break repair FIGURE 2. Sperm miRNAs have similar abundance in small RNA samples from two different human fertile individuals. MicroRNAs in red correspond to those detected in a previous study . (Greaves et al. 2012 ) (for the definition of target specificity see Materials and Methods). Considering the high levels of miR-1246 in mature sperm and the sperm-enriched expression of its predicted target genes, we hypothesize that during primate evolution, miR-1246 became a regulator of the sperm-differentiation process.
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CpG-island promoters of the most abundant miRNAs in sperm are packaged in chromatin with active histone marks
The sperm genome is highly compacted by protamines, with the few retained nucleosomes enriched at GC-rich regions of the genome, primarily promoters of housekeeping genes and developmental regulatory genes (Oliva 2006; Arpanahi et al. 2009; Hammoud et al. 2009; Oliva et al. 2009; Brykczynska et al. 2010; Vavouri and Lehner 2011; Erkek et al. 2013 ).
Retention of nucleosomes at these promoters may influence their reprogramming in the early embryo. We tested whether miRNA abundance in sperm, and therefore expression late in sperm development, predicts the packaging of miRNA promoters in sperm. We found that 130 of 252 (∼52%) miRNA promoters retain nucleosomes in sperm independently of miRNA abundance (Fig. 4A) . In somatic cells, H3K4me3 is a histone modification that marks locations of active promoters (Bernstein et al. 2005) . We tested whether promoters of highly abundant sperm miRNAs contain this "active" chromatin mark. Consistent with our expectation, promoters of the most abundant miRNAs are highly enriched in regions marked with H3K4me3-containing nucleosomes in mature sperm (Fisher's exact test, P = 1.23 × 10 −3 , odds ratio = 3.43) (Fig. 4A) .
We then stratified miRNA promoters according to their overlap with CpG-islands. Of 161 CpG-island promoters, 158 (98%) are hypomethylated and 116 (72%) retain nucleosomes in sperm (Fig. 4B, right) . Stratifying CpG-island promoters according to miRNA abundance in sperm shows that neither hypomethylation nor nucleosome retention are correlated with miRNA abundance (Fig. 4B, right) . Instead, miRNA expression in late spermatogenesis predicts the likelihood that CpG-island promoters retain H3K4me3-marked nucleosomes in mature sperm (Fisher's exact test, P = 1.51 × 10 −3
, odds ratio = 3.99) (Fig. 4B, right) . At nonCpG-island promoters, on the other hand, none of the chromatin marks considered here are dependent on miRNA abundance in sperm (Fig. 4B, left) .
We conclude that miRNA expression in sperm is not a determinant of nucleosome retention or DNA methylation levels at miRNA promoters, but rather that miRNA expression is a determinant of chromatin state in mature sperm specifically at CpG-island promoters.
The most abundant class of small RNAs in mature human sperm are the PIWI-interacting RNAs
For an unbiased analysis of the distribution of the rest of small RNAs along the human genome, we clustered all uniquely mapping sequences and then classified them according to the genome annotations they overlap (see Materials and Methods). We identified 7319 and 6664 clusters of small RNAs in the sample from donor 1 and donor 2, respectively, with 4376 clusters in common, covering 13.3 Mb (0.43%) of the human genome (Supplemental Table S4 ). Of these clusters, 6%-10% contain half of all sperm small RNAs (Fig. 5A) . We focused the rest of the analysis on the 4376 small RNA clusters detected in both samples.
Among the genomic regions with the highest number of mapped sperm small RNAs there are many that overlap known piRNAs (Fig. 5B,C) . To test this systematically, we retrieved and mapped small RNAs previously immunoprecipitated with PIWI from adult human testes (Girard et al. 2006) . Indeed, we found that of the 20 most abundant clusters of sperm small RNAs, 18 contain at least one known piRNA and 13 contain more than 200. Almost two-thirds Chromatin of nonCpG-island (left) and CpG-island miRNA promoters in sperm (right). miRNAs detected in both samples and with above median abundance were defined as those most abundant in sperm. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences in chromatin between promoters of most abundant miRNAs and the rest. The Fisher's exact test was used to assess statistical significance. Asterisks mark differences with P < 0.05, based on Fisher's exact test.
(15,895/25,592) of known testis piRNAs map to the small RNA clusters detected in both sperm samples. Many of the remaining known piRNAs are scattered across the genome rather than clustered in regions (data not shown). In total, 408 sperm small RNA clusters contain one or more sequences that match piRNAs. Of these, 34 clusters contain 100 or more known piRNAs (13,509 known piRNAs map to these 34 clusters) and rank among the 100 most abundant small RNA clusters in sperm. Mammalian piRNAs typically have uracil at the first position and are 24-31 nt long. To test whether the sperm small RNA clusters in sperm that we have detected are piRNAs, we checked their length and first nucleotide composition. Clusters that contain matches to three or more piRNAs are highly enriched in sequences that start with a uracil and are 30 nt long (Fig. 5D,E) . These are indeed the characteristics of small RNAs bound to the PIWI protein expressed in late spermatogenesis in adult testes (Girard et al. 2006 ). There are 176 clusters that contain matches to three or more known piRNAs and these clusters contain thousands of previously unannotated small RNAs generated from human piRNA clusters that have the length distribution and first nucleotide composition of piRNAs (Fig. 5F ). Last, we have identified a potential novel human piRNA cluster on chromosome 7 that has sequences with all the hallmarks of piRNAs (Fig. 5G,H ) and is therefore a candidate novel human piRNA cluster.
Most abundant sperm piRNAs target LINE1 transposons
The best understood function of piRNAs is defense against repeat activation at the wave of genome-wide reprogramming during germline development. piRNAs loaded on PIWI proteins target transposon transcripts by extensive sequence complementarity (Reuter et al. 2011) . Reuter et al. (2011) showed that complementarity in nucleotides 2-22 of the piRNA is most likely essential for targeting. To study the potential function of sperm piRNAs, we selected the 100 most abundant sperm small RNAs present in both samples and mapping to genomic clusters with at least three known piRNAs (Supplemental Table  S5 ). To predict targets for these sequences, we searched for locations in the human genome that match nucleotides 2-22 of human sperm piRNAs. Of 136 predicted targets, 31 (23%) map to LINE1 repeats which is greater than expected based on the LINE1 repeat coverage of the human genome (expected 17%, P < 10 −16 ). LINE1 transposons are known targets of PIWI proteins during male germline development Carmell et al. 2007; Kuramochi-Miyagawa et al. 2008; De Fazio et al. 2011; Reuter et al. 2011; Di Giacomo et al. 2013 ). Here we show LINE1 targeting piRNAs are retained in mature human sperm. The small RNA content of human sperm www.rnajournal.org 1089
Human piRNA clusters contain pseudogenes
Although sperm piRNA clusters are depleted of protein-coding genes, we noted that they do contain noncoding genes (Fig. 6) . We found multiple cases where clusters of human piRNAs are processed from the strand that is antisense with respect to the annotated strand of long noncoding RNAs. Interestingly, these noncoding RNAs include pseudogenes of protein-coding genes. We found that 30 pseudogenes are transcribed from their antisense strand and are processed into small RNAs present in mature sperm ( Fig. 6 ; Supplemental Table S6 ). One of the largest human piRNA clusters is shown in Figure 6A and contains the annotated noncoding RNA genes RP11-299.3, RP11-299.4, and RP11-229.5. According to the gold standard reference annotation of the human genome by the HAVANA team, all three are golgin A subfamily pseudogenes. Therefore, piRNA clusters do not only accumulate fragments of transposable elements Brennecke et al. 2007 ), but also parts of protein-coding genes. A second pseudogene-containing piRNA cluster is shown in Figure 6B . This cluster overlaps the processed pseudogene of NPAP1 (also known as C15orf2). NPAP1 is a single-exon gene coding for a nuclear pore complex protein (Neumann et al. 2012) . The function and regulation of NPAP1 is of relevance to human disease as it lies in the imprinted critical region of the Prader-Willi syndrome (Farber et al. 2000) . Also, testis dysfunction has also been associated with the Prader-Willi syndrome (e.g., Katcher et al. 1977; Siemensma et al. 2012) . Multiple sperm and testis piRNAs are processed from the antisense strand with respect to the pseudogene (NPAP1P6). We conclude that piRNAs antisense to human protein-coding genes derive from pseudogene-containing piRNA clusters.
Pseudogene-derived piRNAs are predicted to target protein-coding genes
We reasoned that some of the piRNAs derived from pseudogenes could potentially regulate the expression of their parent genes in the male germline in the same way that siRNAs processed from pseudogenes regulate expression of their parent genes in oocytes (Tam et al. 2008; Watanabe et al. 2008 ).
To explore this possibility further, we retrieved all known human piRNAs from adult testes (Girard et al. 2006 ) and predicted targets using the 2-22 nt piRNA mammalian targeting rule by Reuter et al. (2011) . We found 96 piRNAs processed from the antisense strand of 23 known human pseudogenes that target exons of 118 protein-coding genes. Being more stringent and considering only protein-coding genes targeted by at least two different piRNAs, there are 11 pseudogenes generating piRNAs that target 38 proteincoding genes (Fig. 7) . Notably, there is a dense network of piRNAs generated from golgin A pseudogenes and targeting their parent protein-coding genes (Figs. 6A, 7 ). This dense network reflects the fact that golgin A protein-coding genes experienced a large expansion within the primate lineage and golgin A pseudogene-derived piRNAs match identical regions in many of these recently duplicated protein-coding genes. The conservation of sequence between pseudogene piRNAs and protein-coding genes may reflect evolutionary pressure to maintain piRNA targeting. Additionally, a cluster on chromosome 1 that contains an AGAP1 pseudogene generates antisense piRNAs that target eight different AGAP protein-coding genes (Figs. 6C, 7) . We conclude that pseudogene-derived piRNAs may target homologous proteincoding genes in the human genome. These piRNAs are expressed during germline development in adult human testes and are still present in mature human sperm cells.
DISCUSSION
Here, we have characterized the small RNA content of human sperm. Although sperm cells have a very small total RNA content, we have shown here that they do contain a complex repertoire of small RNAs. In agreement with a previous report , we have found that although mature sperm cells contain miRNAs, these constitute only a small fraction of the total sperm small RNA content. We have detected 182 mature miRNAs in sperm RNA samples from two unrelated normozoospermic individuals. The three most abundant sperm miRNAs are miR-1246, miR-34c, and miR-10a. Of these, miR-34c is conserved in mammals and miR-10a is conserved in diverse animals including insects.
In contrast, we show here that miR-1246 is a recently evolved gene with a seed conserved in primates closely related to humans. There is little known about the function of miR-1246, as this miRNA is not conserved in model organisms and it was discovered very recently. However, here we present evidence that suggests that its predicted target genes include GOLGA2  GOLGA6A  GOLGA6B  GOLGA6C  GOLGA6D  GOLGA8F  GOLGA8B  GOLGA8A  RP13-996F3.4  GOLGA6L10  GOLGA6L9  GOLGA6L4  GOLGA8J  GOLGA8I  GOLGA8G  GOLGA8H   AGAP7  AGAP6  AGAP1  IMPDH1  AGAP10  AGAP8  AGAP5  AGAP4  AGAP9  LRRC37A2  TMX2  NARG2  TBC1D29 CHGB FIGURE 7. Pseudogene-derived piRNAs from human testis complementary to protein-coding genes. piRNAs processed from the antisense strand of pseudogenes and complementary to the coding sequence of protein-coding genes were considered here. Furthermore, only protein-coding genes targeted by at least two different pseudogene-derived piRNAs are shown in this graph. Nodes represent genes and edges represent piRNAs. Pseudogenes are nodes at the origins (shown in gray) and protein-coding genes are nodes at the arrow tips of the edges.
The small RNA content of human sperm www.rnajournal.org 1091 many that are expressed in testes, which is consistent with a role of this small RNA in male germline development. We expect that the miRNAs we have detected in sperm regulate sperm development by either repressing or enhancing mRNA translation (Orom et al. 2008 ). Furthermore, although controversial, there is some evidence that sperm miRNAs are transmitted to the fertilized egg and are involved in gene regulation during pre-implantation (e.g., miR-34c [Liu et al. 2012] and miR-1 [Wagner et al. 2008] ). A highquality resource of sperm miRNAs should facilitate studies on the potential impact of paternal small RNAs on early embryo development. It can also be used to identify biomarkers of male infertility. We also analyzed the chromatin of microRNA promoters in mature human sperm and tested whether their expression during sperm development has any impact on their packaging. We found that CpG-island promoters of sperm miRNAs tend to be packaged by histones rather than protamines in mature sperm. This is consistent with previous observations that GCrich regions of the genome, including promoter CpG-islands, retain nucleosomes in mature sperm (Vavouri and Lehner 2011; Erkek et al. 2013 ). We also found that retained histones at CpG-island promoters of miRNAs that are highly abundant in sperm, therefore, miRNAs highly expressed during late stages of sperm development, tend to have the "active" mark H3K4me3. In somatic cells, this mark is found at actively transcribing promoters. Although mature sperm cells are transcriptionally inactive, this mark set earlier during sperm development remains at miRNA promoters that retain nucleosomes. The presence of this active mark at some microRNA promoters in sperm may affect their activation potential in the early embryo, as previously proposed for promoters of protein-coding genes (Gardiner-Garden et al. 1998; Hammoud et al. 2009; Vavouri and Lehner 2011) .
The most abundant set of regulatory small noncoding RNAs in mature sperm are piRNAs. This is a class of small RNAs bound by the PIWI proteins and found in mammals predominantly in the male germline (Aravin et al. 2006; Girard et al. 2006; Grivna et al. 2006; Lau et al. 2006) . Surprisingly, we have shown here that some of the biggest piRNA clusters contain relics of protein-coding genes that, just like retrotransposons, are transcribed and processed from the antisense strand. Many pseudogene-derived piRNAs have predicted targets in the respective parent protein-coding genes. We speculate that pseudogene-derived piRNAs may target mRNA transcripts for degradation or that they may guide the DNA methylation machinery to their parent genes for epigenetic silencing. It is worth noting that pseudogene-derived endogenous siRNAs have been found in mouse oocytes where they repress transcription from targeted loci (Tam et al. 2008; Watanabe et al. 2008) . Furthermore, it has been shown that insertion of DNA targeting genes into piRNA clusters in flies and mice, leads to their processing into piRNAs and silencing of the targeted genes in trans (Muerdter et al. 2012; Yamamoto et al. 2013) . Therefore, in principle, the pseudogene-derived piRNAs we have identified could target and post-transcriptionally regulate expression of their parent genes in the human male germline.
In conclusion, we have found that human mature sperm cells contain a multitude of small noncoding regulatory RNAs. These include hundreds of miRNAs and tens of thousands of piRNAs. These small RNAs most likely participate in the complex program of post-transcriptional regulation of the late stages of spermatogenesis, and may also contribute to epigenetic regulation in the early embryo. Our data set and results contribute to an improved understanding of germline RNA. Questions to be answered in future studies include whether dysregulation of these small RNAs is involved in human infertility and if sperm small RNAs have a regulatory role in the pre-implantation embryo.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sperm collection, RNA extraction, and quality controls Sperm samples were obtained after informed consent from two unrelated fertile sperm donors from the Andrology Unit of the Hospital Clinic of Barcelona. To isolate pure sperm cells, we performed a 50% Percoll gradient and washed the cells in somatic cell lysis buffer (0.1% SDS, 0.5% Triton). Total RNA including small RNAs was isolated using the Qiagen miRNeasy kit, according to the manufacturer's recommendations. In order to achieve complete disruption of sperm we added β-mercaptoethanol to the QIAzol Lysis Reagent (Jodar et al. 2012) . It is important to note that this commercial kit is specifically optimized to a high yield of small RNAs. The purity and concentration of RNA samples were checked spectrophotometrically at 260 and 280 nm. In order to assess the integrity of the RNA and the absence of genomic DNA, we performed RT-PCR for the protamine-2 gene with exon-spanning primers. Finally, to verify the absence of somatic cells we confirmed the lack of 18S and 28S peaks in the RNA profile using the Agilent Bioanalyzer and absence of the leukocyte-specific marker CD45 by RT-PCR (Jodar et al. 2012) .
Library preparation and sequencing
Small RNA libraries were prepared using the Small RNA Sample Prep Kit (Illumina) following the alternative v1.5 protocol with some modifications. A total of 50 ng RNA was used as input. The v1.5 sRNA 3
′ adapter was diluted 30× instead of 10×. The SRA 5 ′ adapter was diluted 3×. The entire ligation product was used as template in the reverse transcription reaction instead of one-third of it. The resulting library was amplified by 16 cycles of PCR. Libraries were separated on 3% MetaPhor gels, fragments of 90-110 bp (15-35 bp inserts) were excised and purified using Qiaquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen). Libraries were sequenced 37 bp on a Genome Analyzer IIx (Illumina) following the manufacturer's protocol.
Small RNA read processing
The sequencing adapter was identified and removed from the reads using cutadapt (Martin 2011) , allowing a minimum match of 5 nt, error rate 0.125 and a minimum small RNA length of 17 nt. Reads failing to match the adapter were discarded, poly-A tails were trimmed and reads were collapsed to unique sequences, retaining the read count for each sequence.
Identification of sperm microRNAs
Sperm miRNAs were identified using SeqBuster (Pantano et al. 2010) by comparing the small RNA sequences against miRBase (version 19) (Kozomara and Griffiths-Jones 2011) . miRNAs were predicted allowing no mismatches, 3 nt trimmed from the end and no nucleotides added. miRNA expression values were scaled by dividing by the size factor estimated by DESeq2 (Anders and Huber 2010) .
Identification of microRNA targets and target gene tissue expression analysis
We retrieved the predicted miR-1246 targets from www.microrna .org (Betel et al. 2008) . As miR-1246 itself is not deeply conserved in mammals, the targets correspond to genes that have good mirSVR scores without restricting to conserved sites (total of 2503 predicted target genes). As a background gene set for functional enrichment analysis with DAVID, we used all genes that have good mirSVR score predicted miRNA sites without conservation (total 19,778 predicted target genes). Tissue expression enrichment analysis was carried out using the functional annotation tool DAVID (release 6.7) (Huang da et al. 2009 ). To account for biases due to 3 ′ UTR length, we also used the miR-1246 target specificity score defined as the number of predicted miR-1246 sites normalized by the total number of predicted microRNA binding sites per gene as previously described in Morin et al. (2008) . With a score cutoff of 0.10 we found the following miR-1246-specific target genes; TULP2, GGN, EEF1B2, ADAD1, ACOT6, and CIZ1.
Evolutionary analysis of miR-1246
We used Ensembl to identify the coordinates of the full miR-1246 gene and its orthologous region in 35 other eutherian mammals. We then submitted each sequence to three programs that predict microRNA genes; MiRPara (Wu et al. 2011) , Eumir (http: //miracle.igib.res.in/eumir/) and miRPred (Brameier and Wiuf 2007) . We ran all programs with default parameters and scored which program predicted that each sequence has an miRNAlike secondary structure (Supplemental Table S2 ). We manually searched the multiple sequence alignment for the human miR-1246 seed (AATCCAT).
Annotation of chromatin state of sperm miRNA promoters
We used the miRNA promoter annotation from Marson et al. (2008) . We converted the coordinates of these promoters from hg17 to hg18 using the LiftOver tool at the UCSC Genome Browser (Fujita et al. 2011) . We excluded miRNAs that have multiple precursors in the human genome. In the case of miRNAs with multiple annotated promoters, we used the promoter with the highest score. In the case of miRNA clusters, we defined the expression of the promoter as the maximum expression of any of the contained miRNAs. We defined the epigenetic state of miRNA promoters according to their overlap with peaks of sperm H3K4me3, H3K27me3 retention (Hammoud et al. 2009 ), and sperm hypomethylated regions (HMR) (Molaro et al. 2011) . Highly abundant piRNAs were considered those detected in both samples and with above median abundance value.
Mapping, clustering, and annotation of sperm small RNAs
We mapped the remaining sequences to the human genome (version hg19) (Fujita et al. 2011 ) using bowtie (version 0.12.7) (Langmead et al. 2009 ), allowing up to one mismatch reporting only the best alignments and reporting only alignments that map to unique locations (bowtie options -a -best -strata -v 1 -m 1). We identified small RNAs that overlap known genomic features using the human gene annotation from Ensembl release 71 (Flicek et al. 2013) , the repeat annotation from UCSC (http://www.repeatmasker.org; Fujita et al. 2011) and BedTools (Quinlan and Hall 2010) . In addition, we retrieved known human adult testis piRNAs from Girard et al. (2006) . We mapped these to the human genome using the same bowtie command described above.
We clustered together mapped small RNAs transcribed from the same strand, lying within 1 kb of each other and analyzed further clusters that contain a minimum of 10 small RNAs in each sperm sample. The two sets of sperm small RNA clusters were intersected retaining only those present in both samples and defining the coordinates of the common clusters as those of the most extremely positioned reads. We annotated clusters according to their overlap with the same annotations mentioned above. Here (with the exception of the overlap with known piRNAs), we also required that at least 50% of the cluster overlaps an annotation in order for it to be annotated as such. Clusters were annotated according to their overlap with miRNA genes first, piRNAs next, then transposons and last protein-coding genes. This was done to avoid intronic miRNAs, piRNAs and repeat clusters being classified as genic (Pei et al. 2012) . Human pseudogenes were retrieved from Ensembl release 71.
piRNA target prediction
To predict targets of piRNAs we mapped nucleotides 2-22 of small RNAs against the human genome using bowtie allowing no mismatches and reporting all hits (options -v 0 -a). Predicted targeted genes and repeats were considered only those in the antisense orientation with respect to the sperm small RNA hit in the genome. We predicted targets for the most highly abundant sperm small RNAs. To select these, we ranked small RNA clusters according to their read count (averaged over the two samples) and from these we identified the 100 most abundant small RNAs present in both samples. To calculate the expected percentage of targets in the genome, we calculated the proportion of the human genome that is covered by each type of annotation. We also predicted targets for all human piRNAs from adult human testes (Girard et al. 2006) . The figure of the network of pseudogene-derived piRNAs targeting human protein-coding genes was generated in Cytoscape (Shannon et al. 2003) .
DATA DEPOSITION
The raw data have been submitted to the Short Read Archive (SRA) with accession number SRP029517.
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